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Key Insights

When properly implemented in the investment process, 
sustainability investing can enhance long-term returns by 
lowering risk.

Cabot’s portfolio management team sees environmental, 
social, and governance integration as a natural 
progression of prudent risk management. 

‘Sustainability’ investing has grown rapidly in recent years 
and can mean different things to different people. Learn 
why sustainability investing is here to stay.
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There has been a shift in the money management industry in recent years. In the very early days of 
investment management and the Prudent Man Rule, people were chiefly concerned about the return OF 
their capital—that is, they didn’t want to lose it. Then they added return ON their capital—that is, they 
wanted their money to grow. Today, increasingly, investors have added a new layer: social return- that 
is, an assurance that their money is invested in a manner consistent with their social values. 

Before dismissing this new wave of investing as bleeding-heart hogwash, a growing body of evidence 
shows that taking into account environmental, social, and governance concerns is wholly consistent 
with both the return of capital (risk reduction) and return on capital (growth). In a way, this “socially 
conscious” investing just extends a long-term trend of rising standards in the investment management 
industry.   

Overview: The Growth of ESG and Sustainability Investing

Let’s first start with some definitions, because it wouldn’t be finance without an alphabet soup of 
acronyms. “ESG” stands for Environmental, Social, and Governance. Collectively, we often refer to this 
triumvirate as “sustainability.” 

Environmental: is the company a big pollutier? Is it a good steward of natural resources?
Social: does the company treat its employees fairly? Are its products safe?
Governance: does the company have in place adequate controls and incentives to prevent 
corruption, cronyism, or undue risk-taking by management?  

Global benchmark provider MSCI, a leader in assessing ESG factors, offers a succinct breakdown of 
various sustainability issues:

MSCI ESG Key Issues Hierarchy

3 Pillars 10 Themes 37 ESG Key Issues

Environment

Climate Change
Carbon Emissions*
Energy Efficiency
Product Carbon Footprint

Financing Environmental Impact
Climate Change Vulnerability

Natural Resources Water Stress*
Biodiversity & Land Use

Raw Material Sourcing

Pollution & Waste Toxic Emissions & Waste*
Packaging Material & Waste

Electronic Waste

Environmental
Opportunities

Opportunities in Clean Tech
Opportunities in Green Building

Opp’s in Renewable Energy

Social

Human Capital Labor Management*
Health & Safety*

Human Capital Development
Supply Chain Labor Standards

Product Liability
Product Safety & Quality
Chemical Safety
Financial Product Safety

Privacy & Data Security
Responsible Investment
Health & Demographic Risk

Stakeholder Opposition Controversial Sourcing

Social Opportunities Access to Communications
Access to Finance

Access to Health Care
Opportunities in Nutrition & Health

Governance
Corporate Governance* Board**

Pay**
Ownership**
Accounting**

Corporate Behavior Business Ethics*
Anti-Competitive Practices*

Corruption & Instability
Financial System Instability

Introduction

* indicates “universal” issues assessed for all companies in MSCI World
** Board, Pay, Ownership, and Accounting carry weight in the ESG Rating model for all companies. Currently, they
contribute to the Corporate Governance score directly and 0-10 sub-scores are not available. 
Source: https://www.msci.com/dwocuments/10199/4a05d4d3-b424-40e5-ab01-adf68e99a169
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Another common acronym you’ll see is “SRI.” This usually 
refers to Socially Responsible Investing, but it can also stand 
for Sustainable, Responsible, and Impact investing. “Impact” 
is an interesting subset of this type of investing that aims to 
encourage change through shareholder activism. It is nothing 
new—think of the South Africa divestment campaign that began 
in the 1960s. Although it took decades and the coordination 
of many global investors, ultimately the movement helped 
dismantle the socially unjust Apartheid system. 

However you define it, sustainability investing is big. The 
Forum for Sustainable and Responsible Investing found that 
$8.7 Trillion is invested in accordance with SRI standards, up 
33% in just two years. 

So is the sustainability trend, er, sustainable? Demographic 
trends suggest it is, because young adults and women value it, 
and these groups stand to inherit great wealth in the coming 
years. but some advisors may have to be dragged into this new 
world kicking and screaming:

$40.3
Trillion

Total Assets
Under professional 
Management in the 

United States

$8.72
Trillion

SRI Assets

Different Interests A high 
percentage of millenials and 
women say they are interested 
in ESG investing. Financial 
advisors? Not so much.

Sustainable Investing Growth in The United States (Billions) 2005-2015
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Resources
One tide that Sustainability is fighting is the trend toward low-cost passive index investing. ESG/SRI is by 
nature labor and research intensive. ESG issues and risks take resources to uncover and analyze; most 
are not captured in standardized data. 

A host of companies have cropped up to sell sustainability ratings. Among them are MSCI, Sustainalytics, 
and ISS. Bloomberg is a powerful research platform we use at Cabot, and it aggregates multiple sources 
of ESG data and ratings in a dashboard that looks like this:

ISS, a company best known for proxy voting recommendations, has collected a trove of ESG data that it 
rolls into a composite “Quality Score,” which I have evaluated for possible use.

These dashboards are a great place to start to look for red flags. Though not as rife with conflict as 
Wall Street’s buy/sell stock recommendations or even credit ratings, sustainability ratings are highly 
subjective. We believe it still pays to do our own proprietary research. 

Qualityscore Overview
There are ESG indexes and 
funds that follow them; 
however, they tend to have 
higher expense ratios than 
standard market-cap weighted 
index funds. There are two 
reasons for this: (1) the index 
creators have to charge more 
to cover their research costs, 
and (2) this category of funds 
doesn’t have nearly the scale 
of mainstream indexes, so they 
can’t spread out the costs as 
much. 
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What Works?
Is this extra work and extra cost worth it for investors? Saving the world is a lot less interesting if it means ruining 
your own retirement. Fortunately, most evidence says you don’t give up performance by investing with a conscience. 
(But consider the source: many of these studies are done by those in favor of ESG investing.)

Morningstar did a review of “socially conscious” funds 
and found a higher proportion of them were top 
performers (4 and 5 stars) compared to the broader 
universe of all funds.

However, there are many ways to measure sustainability, 
and many ways to approach sustainable investing. 
Buying a fund subjects you to one manager’s process. 
As we’ll see in a minute, there is a great deal of 
nuance and you may not agree with the entirety of a 
fund’s approach. True transparency is available with a 
customized portfolio of individual stocks and bonds.  

The simplest ESG approach is to filter out the bad guys. 
“Exclusionary screening” or “negative screening” rules 
out “bad” sectors or industries from portfolios: oil 
drillers, tobacco companies, etc. That is a fairly blunt 
method that can limit the investible universe, and 
handcuff a portfolio manager. 2016 was an excellent 
year for energy companies, and before ruling them 
all out, investors must ask, “Are they ALL bad?” and, 
“Am I willing to have dramatically different investment 
results from the broad-based indexes (like the S&P 
500) that dominate headlines?” Similarly, a portfolio 
aimed at investing in only the most pristine “corporate 
citizens” can miss a lot of opportunities. Both of those 
approaches also ignore change- what about a company 
with a poor sustainability record that is making great 
strides in improving across all areas of ESG? 

In the past, investing in “high 
sustainability” companies has resulted 
in better returns

A higher proportion 
of “socially conscious” 
funds were top 
performers
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The Integrated Approach

The exclusionary approach makes sense in some cases, like churches whose social mission is core to everything 
they do, including endowment management. Some individuals, too, may feel strongly enough about certain topics 
(global warming) to use a blanket exclusion. 

But even with that simplistic exclusionary approach, there can be nuances, and opinions can differ wildly on where 
to draw the lines. Things can get sticky fast: 

Coal causes pollution and most environmentally conscious investors don’t want to own coal miners. But 
what about the utility companies that make a small amount of their electricity from coal? What about 
electronics makers like Apple or Tesla whose devices use that electricity?
Speaking of Tesla, what about a traditional automotive company that is putting truck profits into developing 
electric cars?
Defense contractors- are they keeping people safe, or making the world less so?
Is a pharmaceutical company that targets rare diseases serving a grave need, or exploiting one by charging 
high prices?
How do you determine whether a lender to low-income consumers is a predator or a helper?

We advocate (and studies validate) a more nuanced approach, one that integrates ESG considerations but is not 
overly constrained by them. At their core, ESG considerations represent risks: the risk of a lawsuit because of a 
preventable oil spill; the risk of accounting fraud due to poor oversight; the risk of a consumer boycott over socially 
unpopular company policies (like paying women less or other discriminatory hiring practices); and, the risk of a 
management team that lacks diversity succumbing to groupthink. 

Properly calibrating risk has always been important to fundamental stock selection and investment returns. So 
in many ways, “sustainability” just puts a name to a key part of the traditional research process: assessing risks. 
Risks are inherent to stock investing- the art and science of fundamental management is finding where risks are 
or are not in a stock’s price. Some risks are almost never worth paying for (management are criminals), some are 
(excessive management compensation that could eventually lead to an ousted CEO and subsequent turnaround.)

Beyond the risk assessment, good corporate citizenship can also lead to growth. A company that donates a portion 
of its sales to a cause that its customers care about can breed customer loyalty and grow market share. Companies 
that sell products that conserve water or lower fossil fuel use have a long runway of growth ahead of them. And 
studies have shown that companies with diverse workforces perform better.

Viewed in that light, examining sustainability as part of stock research is a no-brainer. Several credible studies 
affirm this view, one fairly comprehensive 2015 study aggregated over 2000 different studies dating back decades 
and discovered that 90% of these affirmed a relationship between ESG and corporate financial performance. 

Perhaps even more telling is a recent ranking of sustainability mutual funds by the investment magazine Barron’s 
(Oct. 10, 2016). Asked about his top ranking in this field, one of the portfolio managers was quoted as saying 
“Sustainability? What’s that?” His fund had achieved its performance not by strict adherence to a specific set of 
rules, but by recognizing that (1) good citizenship is good business, and (2) considering risks of all kinds should 
be integral to any investment process.
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Cabot has always had a good portion of its client assets in individual stocks and bonds (as opposed to indexed 
or outside-managed funds.) As a result, we have found clients like to know what they own. What is the appeal of 
this stock? Why will it grow? What are the risks? Increasingly we’ve seen ESG considerations that are important to 
clients. We don’t see ESG as a product, but rather as the natural progression of prudent risk management.

Conclusion

We strive to 
account for all 
risks, including 
those related to 
environmental, 
social, and 
governance 
issues. While it 
is impossible to 
eliminate risks from 
an equity portfolio, 
we can ensure the 
risks are properly 
incorporated in the 
price of a security.

Clients who care 
a lot about what 
they own should 
seek transparency. 
A consumer staple 
ETF sounds simple 
enough, but 
holders may not be 
aware that 2 out of 
its top 4 holdings 
make cigarettes. 
That may matter to 
some people, and 
not to others.

Our wealth 
management 
process is a 
customized one. 
We’ve worked hard 
to incorporate 
individual needs, 
whether those are 
tax constraints, 
legacy holdings, 
or increasingly, 
specific ESG 
considerations.
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CONTACT US

For more information about our 
wealth management services: 

eCabot.com 
978-745-9233 
800 -888-MGMT 
info@ecabot.com

OFFICE HOURS

216 Essex Street
Salem, MA 01970 
M-F | 8AM - 5PM

225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110 
By appointment only

Any advice or suggestion is provided for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation to purchase any 
investments or services described herein. Please consult your advisor to determine if an investment strategy is 
appropriate for you. Past performance of either the domestic or international markets or any specific investments 
is not predictive of future results nor will diversification alone protect from loss.


